Languages And Tourism Centre Georgia
Russian Language courses in Tbilisi
We deliver the high-quality language training.
Languages and Tourism Centre Georgia Ltd. is one of the modern language teaching
organisations in Tbilisi. At our Centre you will find many opportunities to gain confidence
and qualifications to build a foundation for your future career. We don't offer expensive
courses, but our centre is committed to implementing high standards of quality and
innovation
in
education
and
training.
We
have
wonderful
teachers,
facilities,
accommodation and excursions. Students who
choose to study with our Centre will enjoy a quality
and effective learning experience in a friendly and
supportive environment. Our beautiful city Tbilisi
offers History, Traditions, Shopping, Sports, Walks
and Activities all in easy walking distance.

About Georgia
Georgia - the ancient country with more then 25century of history is a bridge, between Europe and
Asia. Georgia is bordered by the Russian
Federation, Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan and the
Black Sea.
Georgians call themselves Kartvelebi (ქართველები),
their land Sakartvelo (საქართველო - meaning "a
place for Kartvelians"), and their language Kartuli
(ქართული). According to the ancient Georgian
Chronicles, the ancestor of the Kartvelian people was Kartlos, the great grandson of the
Biblical Japheth.
The terms Georgia and Georgians appeared in Western Europe
in numerous early medieval annals. The French chronicler
Jacques de Vitry and the English traveler Sir John Mandeville
wrote that Georgians are called Georgian because they especially
revere Saint George. Notably, the country has the five-cross flag,
featuring the Saint George's Cross; the flag was used in Georgia
from the 5th century throughout the Middle Ages.

GEORGIA OF LEGEND
There is an old legend that God saved Georgia for last. He had parcelled out all of the
lands of the world to the different people, the Georgians were, of course, late to the party,
and there was nothing left for them. But God so enjoyed their toasting and revelry that he
gave them the section he had reserved for himself, a fertile valley of vineyards and
orchards.
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Every culture grows from rich bedrock of stories - ours is no exception. Georgia is the
second country to convert to Christianity (in 337 AD) and has developed its special brand
of Orthodox Christianity from that day. The frescos in our many fine churches are unique to
us and represent the flowering of an unusually strong artistic culture with a powerful love of
colour, story and myth. But even before Christianity arrived the myths centred on Georgia
stand out as bedrock of human pre-history.
Prometheus - the Greek God who was chained to Mt Caucasus (commonly believed to be
Mt Kazbek) in punishment for stealing fire and giving it to humankind.
Amirani - the Georgian demi-god with strong similarities to the Promethean legend, which
some posit as the forerunner to the Greek.
Jason and the Argonauts - the Greek hero who sailed to Colchis (western Georgia) in
search of the Golden Fleece; finding it along with the infamous Georgian princess Medea, a
renowned healer from whom the word medicine comes. The story of the Odyssey describes
Georgians as a rival civilization of great technological prowess and fantastic wealth.

The Beautiful capital city of beautiful GEORGIA
TBILISI literally means Warm Spring
Founded in the 5th century AD by Vakhtang Gorgasali, the Georgian King of Kartli
(Iberia), and made into a capital in the 6th century, Tbilisi is a significant industrial, social,
and cultural center. The city is also emerging as an important transit route for global energy
and trade projects. Located strategically at the crossroads between Europe and Asia and
lying along the historic Silk Road routes, Tbilisi has often been the point of contention
between various rivaling powers and empires. The history of the city can be seen by its
architecture, where the Haussmannized Rustaveli Avenue and downtown are blended with
the narrower streets of the medieval Narikala district.
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Russian Language Course

.

Best price, learn with native speaker teacher of Russian
Russian Language Course introduces you step-by-step to
all the basics of Russian: pronunciation, vocabulary, idiomatic
expressions and grammar. Learn to speak, read, and write
Russian quickly and easily.
Russian Language Course contains:
speaking, listening, grammar,
vocabulary, reading, writing and special
course about Russian history and culture. Course is designed both for
beginners and peoples with skill of basics in Russian Language.
One-To-One tuition
Our course gives students the opportunity to improve their all-round ability in Russian
language by focusing on grammar and vocabulary development, speaking, listening, and
writing skills. Our aim is to increase the students confidence in the day-to-day use of the
language. Individual guidance and monitoring of your progress by your teacher. Each
lesson lasts 45 minutes.

WE OFFER YOU THE FOLLOWING :
 Individual (One-To-One) language tuition.
 Comfortable Accommodation in Tbilisi apartments.
 Airport pick up and transfer.
 Social Programme (Excursions in Tbilisi city, museums and
sightseeing places).
 Free teaching materials and textbooks.
 Certificate of achievement.
 Personal, professional and friendly advice at all times.

Why you should study Russian with us:
- Our prices are 2 or more times low, than same courses in Russia.
- You don't need a Visa to Russia.
- Our teachers are all highly qualified, experienced and committed,
who take a personal interest in each of our student.
- All teaching materials and textbooks are provided FREE for every
student.
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Accommodation
We can offer to our students placement in comfortably 1-bedroom private apartments (1
student per apartment - not shared with other students). The apartment is furnished and
equipped with bed, table, wardrobe, fridge, TV, kitchen, gas stove, dishes, bathroom with
shower and hot water etc. Bed linen and sheets are provided by us, but we recommend
bring towels with you. Wi-Fi and cable internet connection available in whole apartment.
All our apartments are located near to the school or near the next station of metro (subway)
and can be reached from the school within 5-10 min. By Metro you can reach also city
center in 20 min.

Airport Pick-up
If booked our accommodation, after student arrives in Tbilisi, LC representative meets them
at the airport and takes them by car directly to their new home. Please, do not forget let us
know your flight details before of your arrival.

Social Programme

We arrange for students sightseeng tours around Tbilisi. It helps you to explore the capital
of our country with its ancient history, faseinating monasteries and cathedrals, country of
vineyards. You'll visit the old part of city. Sameba Saint Trinity Cathedral Church is a main
religious center in Georgia, called as “Millennium Building”. Anchiskhati Church, built in 5
th-6 th centuries, is situated in Old Tbilisi. Sioni Cathedral church – the former residence of
the Patriarch of Georgian orthodox church, Metekhi Temple, Old Tbilisi & Sulphury Baths
– Foundation of Tbilisi and origin of the word itself is related with these sulphury baths, built
in the 5th century, Narikala Fortress built in 4th century, Golden Fund museum, the
Mother of Georgia monument and etc.

Gallery
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Testimonials
I really liked the atmosphere at the language school. In particular I found the mixture of
speaking, listening, grammar brilliant, as well as the information about Georgian history.
Chris Lowe, USA

I had a fantastic 4 weeks in Tbilisi. My Russian improved so much more than I thought
would be possible due to the quality of the course.
Hans Obloch, Germany

Studied there for over 2 months and really improved my Russian. We focused on all
areas of reading, writing, and of course conversational Russian. I was really impressed by
the professionalism and quality of the teachers.
Linda Hardwick-Smith, Canada

Once again many thanks for the friendly and informative 4 weeks In Tbilisi, Georgia. The
intense and disciplined one-on-one method of instruction was very effective in improving
our conversation and pronunciation. We learned much about the nuances and analytical
power of the Georgian language.
Simon Van den Bosch, Netherlands

A great way to learn Russian in Tbilisi.
Laura Piconni, Italy

The Russian course was perfect - the right level, good exercises throughout and
excellent teachers. I would definitely recommend it to beginners and for all levels.
Barthomeo Terradas, Spain

I think very fondly about these 2 weeks in Tbilisi. I wish all the best to the staff at the
school and I can only recommend.
Stephan Hausheer, Switzerland

Contact Us
43/1, Vazha-Pshavela Ave.,
1st floor, office 19,
Tbilisi 0186, Georgia
Telephone: + 995 595 251 800
info@georgiancourses.com
www.georgiancourses.com
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